named entities, which means that the sense ambiguities of terms are relatively high, and the relation types between terms can be manifold.
Relation extraction can be separated into relation detection and relation classification tasks. Relation candidates are detected by patterns in the detection phase and classified into certain relation types in the classification phase. In relation classification tasks, feature-based machine learning approaches have been broadly used in recent years. The features generally employed in existing researches include the lexicon, part-ofspeech (POS), syntactic features, and semantic categories of the entities [1] - [4] .
These surface features are employed under an implicit assumption that certain words (POS tags, syntactic roles, and semantic types of entities) have stronger relatedness with certain relation types than other words. For example, an entity in the semantic category of 'Person' is likely to have a 'generalstaff' or an 'owner' relation with an entity belonging to an 'Organization' category, but unlikely to have a 'part-of' or 'located' relation.
Under this assumption, this letter proposes relatedness features to represent the relatedness between words and relation types in an explicit way. The proposed relatedness features include a semantic relatedness feature, which represents the semantic relatedness between patterns and relation types by using the semantic similarity, and a probabilistic relatedness feature, which represents the probabilistic relatedness between patterns and relation types using a corpus. The experiments showed that the proposed features contributed to the classification performance in a significant way, and that the proposed features were competitive with deep knowledge features including syntactic ones.
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II. Problem Description
The problem described in this letter is the classification of explicit relationships between two entities occurring in a sentence, with an assumption that the two entities are already detected as relation candidates, using a simple pattern matching approach. The entities can be general or domain-specific terms and named entities.
Assume 
III. Feature Set for Relation Classification 1. Relatedness Features

A. Semantic Relatedness Feature
The semantic relatedness PatSim(p i , r) between pattern p i and relation type r is decided by the semantic similarity between w i and r, where w i is the main word of p i (for example, w i ='use' for p i = 'be used for', and w i ='available' for p i = 'be available for') decided by a human developer, and the similarity sim(w i , r) between w i and r is directly proportional to the semantic similarity between w i and W ={w 1 ,…, w i ,…, w n }, which is the main word set of the pattern set P for relation type r.
where dis(w i , w j ) indicates the shortest distance between the synsets of w i and w j in WordNet, 1) and n ij is the minimum node number between the two synsets.
B. Probabilistic Relatedness Features
Probabilistic relatedness is acquired from labeled data by calculating the percentage of positive cases out of the relation 1) http://wordnet.princeton.edu/ 6 candidates detected by the pattern (or patterns with the same main word) for certain relation type r, which equals the accuracy of the pattern(s). Table 1 shows some examples of relatedness scores. The relatedness features of pattern 'be a form of' can be described as 'PatSim: 1.0 PatProb: 0.7 PatMainProb: 0.5' in feature vector according to Table 1. 
Existing Linguistics Features
This letter uses most of the linguistic features employed in existing works [1] - [4] , which include the following:
Word features: These include the string that matches the pattern, the main word of the matched pattern, the domain and range entities, headwords, and all words of the entities; Context features (at word level): The words before and after the domain and range entities (the window size is 2 in this letter); POS, syntactic, and dependency features: These represent the POS, syntactic, and dependency tags of the words included in the context window, respectively.
IV. Experiments
In our experiments, the relation candidates are already extracted by matching predefined patterns on parsed texts. A
Connexor parser
2) is used for parsing, and a Bayesian classifier, which is provided by WEKA, 3) is adopted for classification.
Dataset and Classification Performance
The data set is collected from Wikipedia pages in an IT domain and labeled by human developers. The inter-rater agreement is evaluated between two developers who are assigned to label the test set and computed using Cohen's Kappa statistic (қ) [7] .
In Table 2 , the second column shows the number of patterns. The third and fourth columns show the numbers of candidates in each set. The percentage of candidates holding the relation type r, which equals the relation detection accuracy, is in parentheses. The fifth column shows the Kappa scores, which are either moderate (isa) or fair agreement on different relation types. 
Evaluation on Feature Selection
First, the impact of each feature set is evaluated for isa relation type using a chi-square 4) estimator in WEKA.
According to our evaluation, the impact of each feature set in its average ranking is as follows: word level features are on the top, then the relatedness feature set is next, followed by POS, dependency, and syntactic feature sets. Then, to evaluate the contribution of each feature set, the features are added gradually in their order of impact. As a result, we can see that both the accuracy and F-measure are increased gradually, and the increasing ratio of relatedness feature set is higher or comparable with existing linguistic feature sets, which is shown in Fig. 1 .
To check the contribution of the relatedness feature set, we eliminated the relatedness features from full feature sets (-relatedness). As the figure shows, both F-measure and accuracy suffer, which means that relatedness features cannot be substitued by other feature sets.
2) http://www.connexor.eu/ 3) http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/ 4) A chi-square is a popular feature selection method, which evaluates features individually with respect to class. Similar evaluation is also performed on the other three relation types. According to our evaluation, the impact ranking using a chi-square is changed: POS shows higher impact in relation types provides and produces. However, in whatever case, the impact of the relatedness feature set is higher than dependency and syntactic feature sets; and the highest Fmeasure is achieved when the relatedness feature set is employed, which is shown in Fig. 2 . It means the relatedness feature set shows similar tendency in all relation types.
The contribution of the relatedness features is relatively low in produces. It is because its patterns have relatively more diverse senses than other relation types. The patterns use the main words not only like 'produce, make, develop' which are semantically close to 'produce,' but also like 'begin, carry, pioneer, start.' How to fine-tune the pattern set to get the reliable semantic relatedness will be one of our future projects.
V. Conclusion
Feature selection is important for feature-based relation classification. This letter proposes probabilistic and semantic relatedness features to represent the relatedness between patterns and relation types in an explicated way. The experiments showed that the relatedness features have a big impact on the classification performance and cannot be substituted by existing linguistic features.
As future work, we intend to explore the relatedness information between the semantic categories of terms and relation types, while this letter focuses on pattern-related relatedness. Using extracted relations in question answering [8] and applying this research in bilingual relation extraction [9] might be included as part of future projects.
